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ABSTRACT

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) have been successfully
applied for improved speech recognition and statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT) for N-best list re-ranking. In SMT,
we investigate using bilingual word-aligned sentences to train
a bilingual recurrent neural network model. We employ a bag-
of-word representation of a source sentence as additional in-
put features in model training. Experimental results show that
our proposed approach performs consistently better than re-
current neural network language model trained only on target-
side text in terms of machine translation performance. We
also investigate other input representation of a source sen-
tence based on latent semantic analysis.

Index Terms— Bilingual recurrent neural network model,
statistical machine translation

1. INTRODUCTION

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have shown tremendous
progress in improving many statistical NLP tasks in which
language models (LM) play a key role [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9], together with feed-forward continuous neural network
for language modeling [10, 11], translation modeling [12,
13, 14], and the recent joint modeling of language and trans-
lation [15] that has yielded very impressive improvement in
machine translation performance.

With the recursive nature, recurrent neural network lan-
guage models (RNNLM) captures complex long-distance
history across sentence boundaries. For example, the word
“weapon” in the history of several sentences earlier, may
increase the probability for the word “arms” in a dialogue at
a checkpoint station; similarly the word “bank” in a dialogue
history may increase the likelihood of the correct translation
of the word “safe” (as in a secured deposit box).

In this paper, we focus on developing a bilingual recur-
rent neural network (bRNN) for statistical machine transla-
tion, leveraging information from source and target languages
in a joint manner [16]. We first use a bag-of-word (BOW)
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representation for a source sentence as an additional sparse
input for RNN. From a graphical modeling perspective, the
previous word of a target language ej−1, the previous hidden
activation vector hj−1, and the BOW vector of a source lan-
guage F are the predictors for the current hidden activation
vector hj that predicts ej . These variables form a V-shaped
graphical structure. During bilingual RNN training, since ej
is observed, these predictors will compete with each other re-
sulting in the so-called “explain-away” effect [17]. The BOW
vector F may have a diluting effect on the influence of the
previous target word ej−1 in predicting the next target word
ej since the word translation effect can be strong. Therefore,
when predicting each target word ej , we propose a “less-one”
strategy to intentionally skip the aligned source words faj and
faj−1 when creating the BOW vector F where aj denotes a
set of aligned source words of a target word ej . Thus, we en-
courage the bilingual RNN training to focus on complemen-
tary source contextual information with respect to the previ-
ous target word.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present
bilingual recurrent neural network and the variants; we de-
scribe experiments exploring different configurations for our
proposed method in section 3. We provide discussions and
conclusions in section 4.

2. BILINGUAL RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK

Recurrent neural network language models trained on mono-
lingual corpora have shown success in improving machine
translation performance. One natural question is whether par-
allel corpora would be useful for learning a bilingual RNNLM
to further improve machine translation performance. Intu-
itively, RNNLM trained on parallel corpora has a stronger
word prediction power than the one trained on monolin-
gual corpora because word prediction can be conditioned on
the complete source sentence in addition to previous target
word and hidden state vector. Given a set of parallel sen-
tences and corresponding word alignment {F,E,A} where
F = f1...fi...fI , E = e1...ej ...eJ , and A = a1...aj ...aJ
denote a source sentence, target sentence, and a word align-
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Fig. 1. Bag-of-Word approach with the “less-one” strategy:
A bilingual recurrent neural network language model with
an additional input for a source sentence F . The target lan-
guage is Iraqi Arabic in the Buckwalter representation, and
the source language is English. The alignment for the sen-
tence pair is given, and the corresponding activated predictor
is marked for predicting the current Iraqi token “EAdh”. The
“less-one” strategy is applied to intentionally remove the ef-
fect from the current and the previous aligned source words
“usually” and “he”, denoted as F−aj ,aj−1 . With normaliza-
tion, the source predictor activation sums to unity.

ment mapping a target word ej to a set of word positions
on the source sentence F , a generic bilingual RNNLM has
the form p(ej |ej−1, hj−1, F,A). One way to exploit F is
to introduce an additional input layer for F . [16] used the
form p(ej |ej−1, hj−1, F ) ignoring the word alignment. Then
a dense feature vector is extracted from latent semantic anal-
ysis using a window of source words. Compared to RNNLM,
their approach has shown drastic reduction in word perplex-
ity, which is expected since “future” source words are given
for predicting a target word. However, only a marginal gain
is observed in machine translation performance compared to
RNNLM (25.6 to 25.8 in BLEU). Their results would raise
a question whether the source context F has minimal effect,
or there exists another way to exploit F in a more fruitful
manner.

2.1. Bag-of-Word representation

Our goal in bilingual RNN (bRNN) is to model complemen-
tary information that has not been well modeled by conven-
tional models such as the IBM word/phrase translation mod-
els. First, we use a “bag-of-word” (BOW) approach on a
source sentence to construct a sparse input feature vector. In
the “bag-of-word” model, word frequency is not taken into
account in order to minimize the effect of frequent function
words like “the”. [18] has also used “bag-of-word” represen-
tation for language understanding in a monolingual setting.

To minimize direct modeling of source-to-target word trans-
lations that has been covered by IBM-1 model, i.e. p(e|f),
we propose the “less-one” approach, in which we deactivate
the source words that are direct translations to the current and
previous target word according to word alignment. The rea-
sons are two-folded: (1) these translation pairs may be well
captured in IBM translation models that are used as features
in the log-linear model; (2) these aligned source words can
dominate other predictors, i.e. explain-away the previous tar-
get word predictor that is indeed informative as in RNNLM.
Figure 1 summarizes our “less-one” approach. When pre-
dicting a target word ej , we remove source words accord-
ing to the alignment positions aj and aj−1 when a “bag-of-
word” feature vector is constructed per target word predic-
tion. With aligned source words deleted, we enforce bilingual
RNNLM to learn complementary information such as cross-
lingual word triggers from the source word context that may
not be well covered by conventional IBM translation mod-
els. Putting these altogether, our bilingual RNNLM has the
form p(ej |ej−1, hj−1, F−aj ,aj−1) where F−aj ,aj−1 denotes
removing source words according to word alignment variable
aj and aj−1 at the current target position j. When the current
target word is unaligned, aj is empty, and thus we use the
whole source sentence in our model. In addition to the pro-
posed “less-one” strategy, we perform the following aspects
for bilingual RNNLM:

• To avoid dominating with the noisy predictors from
the source BOW vector, we normalize the activation
of each source word to be 1/L where L is the length
of BOW so that the summation of source activation is
unity.

• Use a well-trained RNNLM to partially initialize the
weights of the bilingual RNN since they have overlap-
ping network structure. By doing so, we hope to have
a good starting point for learning the extra weights for
BOW.

• When predicting the end-of-sentence symbol < /s >,
we use a zero BOW vector for input. This essentially
switches back to RNNLM since at this point, RNN has
seen all word information from source and target lan-
guages already.

• Set the number of hidden unit of 600. Although this
will increase the amount of training time significantly,
using a smaller hidden unit of 200 has shown no benefit
compared to RNNLM in our experiments.

2.2. Latent semantic analysis representation

To serve as a bilingual RNN baseline, we apply latent seman-
tic analysis (LSA) to project an input source sentence into
a low-dimension topic space represented by the topic poste-
rior p(k|F ) where k denotes the latent topic index. In this
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work, we use latent Dirichlet-Tree allocation [19] with a tree-
based Dirichlet prior for topic modeling. We use 100 topics
throughout the reported experiments.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Our translation engine was built on data from the DARPA
TRANSTAC program, a speech-to-speech translation initia-
tive targeting tactical military communication. The source
language was conversational English, and target language was
Iraqi Arabic. This MT direction is more challenging, in that
one needs to maintain valid morphology order in the MT out-
put, and data scarcity is more prominent in Iraqi Arabic for
LM training. We had 760K parallel sentence pairs as train-
ing data and 6985 sentence pairs for learning the log-linear
weights for dense and sparse features. The tuning set had a
single reference, and all test sets had 4 references. We filtered
the tuning set by skipping short dialogues containing less than
three sentences/turns as many of them were like simple sen-
tences “thank you”, or “you are welcome”. Details are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Data
Data Sentences Source words
Train 760200 7207779
Tune 6985 64193
Test1 567 6855
Test2 655 10652
Test3 617 9203

We applied a word segmenter on the Iraqi Arabic text to
break a word into affixes. All models were built using the seg-
mented data, and translations were post-processed into word
forms for BLEU score computation. In our Hiero SMT base-
line, we incorporated 12 dense features for each bilingual
stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) rule after the Hi-
ero grammar in [20], including: IBM Model-1 scores in both
source-to-target and target-to-source directions, relative fre-
quencies in both directions, count of phrases, count of Hiero
rules, number of source content words aligned to target spon-
taneous words, number of target spontaneous words aligned
to source content words, three binned frequencies, and the
number of unaligned source words. We further computed
lexical-pairs seen in a dictionary, affix sequences/ngrams, fer-
tility for each word in the SCFG rule, and additional sponta-
neous/content words mismatch as sparse features. In total,
we had 368, 524 sparse features. Optimization methods such
as MIRA [21] or PRO [22] were employed that can optimize
millions of sparse features.

Our training data were marked with document boundaries,
with 10, 202 naturally developed dialogues; each dialogue on
average had 7 turns/sentences per speaker; each sentence had
a time marker, so that we can sort the training data by turn

sequences. Our tuning and test sets were marked with time
information and dialogue boundaries. The sequential order of
the training data was required to model discourse information
in RNNLM training.

The training data were aligned using the grow-diag-final
option with GIZA word alignment in both directions; then the
aligned sentence pairs sorted with the sequential order were
fed into bilingual RNN training, while the target side was fed
into RNNLM training. 10% of the training data was kept
for cross validation on word perplexity to ensure bilingual
RNN training was on the right track, although word perplex-
ity had little correlation towards final translation performance.
Our bilingual RNN was implemented based on the RNNLM
toolkit [4]. We employed 100 output classes and used back-
propagation through time using the flag “-bptt 4 -bptt-block
10”. Initial learning rate was chosen as 0.1, with the learning
rate started to halve when the reduction in cross validation
perplexity was small. We compared different setups using
BLEU [23].

3.1. Reranking results

We applied our baseline translation engine to generate up to
2000 N-best hypotheses per source sentence. The combined
weighted score was associated with each hypothesis so that
the score was further combined with a score from RNNLM or
bilingual RNN for reranking:

score(rerank) = score(base) + λbRNN · fbRNN (F,E)

where fbRNN (F,E) denotes the bilingual RNN score for a
sentence pair F and E. λbRNN is optimized using a simple
grid search.

Table 2 shows N-best reranking performance on BLEU
using RNNLM and a variety of bilingual RNN models. Com-
paring with the SMT baseline with sparse features, RNNLM
yielded 0.4 BLEU improvement across 3 test sets, and 1
BLEU improvement on test3. However, RNNLM had no
improvement on the other test sets. Bilingual RNN using
LSA to encode a source sentence failed to yield better perfor-
mance than RNNLM. This results agreed with the observation
in [16]. Bilingual RNN with BOW representation performed
better than RNNLM by 0.1 BLEU overall. With the pro-
posed “less-one” strategy, bilingual RNN further improved
the translation performance, achieving 0.4 BLEU improve-
ment over RNNLM and 0.8 BLEU improvement over the
SMT baseline. Lastly, we combined RNNLM and bilingual
RNN trained with the “less-one” strategy and obtained fur-
ther 0.1 BLEU improvement as shown in Table 2. Currenty,
we are training a variety of RNN with right-to-left word or-
der, unsegmented Iraqi Arabic word and so forth for score
combination.

Table 3 shows the effect of model initialization using
RNNLM against random initialization. Results showed
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that different initialization led to different translation per-
formance. We suspect that when bilingual training data are
insufficient, good model initialization would be crucial since
bilingual RNN has more parameters than RNNLM. Insuffi-
cient training data may easily lead to local optima.

Table 2. Using monolingual and bilingual RNNLM with 600
hidden nodes on test sets.

Setup Test1 Test2 Test3 Overall
(1) Baseline 37.0 33.8 34.3 34.7
(2) RNNLM 36.9 33.8 35.3 35.1

(3) bRNN (LSA) 37.4 33.5 35.1 35.0
(4) bRNN (BOW) 37.4 34.1 34.9 35.2

(5) bRNN (BOW, less1) 37.5 34.1 35.7 35.5
(2)+(5) 37.8 34.2 35.6 35.6

Table 3. Bilingual RNN (BOW, less1) initialization with 600
hidden nodes on test sets.

Setup Test1 Test2 Test3 Overall
Random init 37.3 34.0 34.6 35.0
RNNLM init 37.5 34.1 35.7 35.5

3.2. Discussion

As a sanity check, we studied the text generation behavior of
bilingual RNN on the low-frequent unigrams. Our proposed
method can actually boost these rare unigrams statistics when
the generated text was constrained by a given source context.
For example, an Iraqi word “jyms” (English name James) oc-
curred only 5 times in our training corpus of 4.8 million to-
kens. If we generate text using bilingual RNN with one source
sentence containing an English name “James”, we can harvest
308 “jyms” with valid target side context in 5 million gener-
ated tokens.

Because we generated segmented Iraq affix streams, we
can merge the segmented token back to the original word
form to form potentially new valid words. In terms of the
new vocabulary from the data generated using bilingual RNN,
the size was almost 10 times larger than the monolingual one
with same number of generated tokens. Although it was hard
for human to check the percentage of all the new words be-
ing valid, but we did ask a native Iraqi speaker to check new
valid words according to top-100 frequent unigrams in each
model; it seems our proposed model generated slightly more
new words. The top frequent new words such as “wyjybwn”
(and they give) , “nsbh” (ratio) , “EndnA” (we have) with fre-
quency are listed in Table 4. This result shows that bilingual
RNN may potentially increase our vocabulary coverage in a
more targeted manner than RNNLM due to the text genera-
tion constraint using given source sentences. This may facili-

tate efficient text generation for a target domain when source
sentences are available as constraints.

With a close check on the generated text, we do see the
quality of the proposed model seemed to over generating the
prefixes and hence many invalid words were formed such as
“AlEnkm” (roughly like “the on you” in English). Another
invalid example is “AlAlAlAlAlAlAlAlAlAlAlAlAlEly”, and
it is definitely over generating the prefix “Al”. Further study
will be needed to impose a grammar to generate meaningful
new Iraqi words, to reduce receptions on generating prefixes,
and to reduce the likelihood of invalid affix combinations.

Table 4. New valid Iraq words generated by bilingual RNN.

Words wyjybwn nsbh w$AfwA Al*krt
Freq 120857 76659 66776 44810

We here show one example of translation. Source sen-
tence is: ”there will be a delivery time of at least two weeks
before we can see the first shipment”. Both baseline and
RNNLM get the same translations for “delivery” to “wlAdp”,
which means birth/pregnancy in Iraqi Arabic; while using
bilingual RNN gets the correct translation “tslym”, which
means the shipment, as shown in Table 5. Even though
“delivery-wlAdp” was aligned much more stronger than
word-pair “delivery-tsylm”, bilingual RNN successfully cor-
rect this error using the bilingual context.

Table 5. Example of translations.

baseline rH ykwn Akw wlAdp wqt EAlAql
AsbwEyn qbl mA nqdr n$wf Awl Hml

RNNLM rH ykwn Akw wlAdp wqt EAlAql
AsbwEyn qbl mA nqdr n$wf Awl Hml

bRNN rH ykwn Akw tslym wqt EAlAql
AsbwEyn qbl mA nqdr n$wf Awl Hml

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated bilingual recurrent neural net-
work for reranking N-best lists for statistical machine transla-
tion. We compared LSA and bag-of-word representation for
a source sentence and found that bag-of-word representation
performs better than LSA. We also evaluated our proposed
“less-one” strategy to intentionally skip aligned source words
at each target word position when constructing a bag-of-word
vector. We found that the proposed strategy further improves
machine translation performance compared to conventional
BOW. Bilingual recurrent neural network has yielded im-
proved re-ranking performance compared to RNNLM across
different test sets. In the future, we will integrate more precise
source word context beyond the bag-of-word representation
and employ GPU to speed up the model training. We also
plan to evaluate the proposed approach on different corpora.
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